
New Picturebooks -- MARCH
A little girl
wears a bear on
the outside to
keep her safe and
to be her friend,
just as some
people have a
fierce animal
inside to protect
them.

Is Little Bear
ignoring his
friends when they
say hi, or is
something else
going on? A
discovery opens
new doors in a
tale for kids
with deafness and
all children
learning to
navigate their
world.

"A celebration
and explanation
of the Spring
Equinox"

Young Dracula
loves his fangs
and is very upset
after one falls
out--especially
when the Tooth
Fairy tries to
take it away.

Little mouse
cannot sleep
because it is too
quiet--but when
he really listens
he finds to night
is full of all
sorts of sounds,
so many if fact
that it is too
noisy to sleep.

From bestselling
superstar duo
Shannon Hale and
LeUyen Pham comes
a delightful
kitty and unicorn
story that
celebrates the
magic of
friendship—and
being exactly who
you want to be!



A touching story
about a little
boy whose worry
monster follows
him everywhere he
goes. It's there
when he gets
dressed, when he
wants to play
with his toys,
and even when his
friends come over
to visit. How can
he escape his
worries?

Zura is worried
about how her
classmates will
react to her
Ghanaian Nana's
tattoos on
Grandparents Day,
but Nana finds a
way to show how
special and
meaningful they
are.

Accompanying his
parents to their
night-shift jobs
as office
cleaners, young
Daniel
reluctantly joins
in as they use
their
imaginations to
transform the
deserted building
into a
magnificent paper
kingdom where he
might one day
rule.

Wolf dreams of
tasty
sheep--sheep
sandwiches, sheep
sushi, sheep
tacos! In his
clever sheep
costume, he
infiltrates the
friendly
neighborhood
herd, blending in
by helping with
chores, reading
bedtime stories
to the lambs, and
working up a
sweat in sheep
aerobics class.
Wolf's sneaky
plan works so
well, he becomes
part of the
family. And
suddenly, the
sheep don't seem
quite as tasty. .
. . With a
charming twist
ending and lots
of visual
fun--including
the running theme



of Wolf's
disguise not
being quite as
convincing as he
thinks--this
hilarious take on
the
wolf-in-sheep's-c
lothing will have
readers howling
for more.

"When George's
mother asks her
pup to add one
plus one, two
plus two, and
three plus three,
George would
rather eat, go
for a walk, and
take a nap. But
soon George finds
himself in a
colorful dream
about...numbers!
Can George count
his way out?
Featuring
laugh-out-loud
humor and
expressive and
bold
illustrations
from acclaimed
author-illustrato
r and Pulitzer
Prize-winning
cartoonist Jules
Feiffer, this
imaginative
follow-up to
Bark, George is
the perfect
read-aloud for
children ready to
learn their
numbers."--Amazon
.

While going about
his day, a boy
experiences the
challenges of
being kind, but
with enough
practice he soon
discovers how
great it feels to
be nice.



Best-selling
author Jacqueline
Davies tells the
story of two
unlikely friends:
Sydney and
Taylor, a skunk
and a hedgehog
who strike out to
discover the
great unknown,
despite how
afraid they are
of it. Charming
full-color
illustrations and
a laugh-out-loud
story make this
chapter book
perfect for fans
of the Mercy
Watson and Owl
Diaries series.

Even as the world
changes around
her, a little
girl has faith
that
circumstances
will improve.

Zonia's home is
the Amazon rain
forest, where it
is always green
and full of life.
Every morning,
the rain forest
calls to Zonia,
and every morning
she answers. She
visits the sloth
family, greets
the giant
anteater, and
runs with the
speedy jaguar.
But one morning,
the rain forest
calls to her in a
troubled voice.
How will Zonia
answer?


